
‘At last. A truly magnificent biography of the most incorrigible of 
empire-builders and a judicious and utterly compelling account of 
the man who would change the map of South-East Asia.’ John Keay, 
author of The Honourable Company and India: A History

‘Victoria Glendinning is in danger of giving imperialism a good 
name.’ Economist

‘Raffles … as Glendinning’s fine biography makes clear, was an 
attractive and charismatic figure.’ Financial Times

‘Portrays him as neither hero nor villain, instead setting him 
beautifully within the context of nineteenth-century England.’ 
Mail on Sunday

‘Engaging … shows Glendinning’s sympathetic engagement with 
the human drama at the heart of this imperial adventure.’ Sunday 
Telegraph

‘Easy-paced, absorbing’ Independent

‘A story that moves with the alacrity of an absorbing novel’ 
Scotsman

‘A fascinating picture of the working life of this world-changing 
company’ Observer

‘Glendinning has rescued Raffles from decades of neglect … this is 
a wonderful biography.’ Literary Review

‘A masterclass in pithy prose … takes the back off the workings of 
empire so we can see its ticking mechanisms.’ Sunday Express

‘Lively … a tribute to the kind of man who gave empire a good 
name’ Catholic Herald

‘This splendid biography is an enthusiastic tribute from the writer 
to one of her heroes.’ Canberra Times

‘An engaging account … lively without being superficial. The 
characters come to life in their strangeness.’ Newtown Review of Books

‘Glendinning is a distinguished writer and a careful scholar.’ 
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Introduction

&&&&&

Even his name has its own seductive, edgy quality.
The name ‘Raffles’ is synonymous with the Singapore brand, 

immortalised in countless Singaporean institutions and enterprises 
as well as in public statues and, of course, the famous hotel. All lives, 
yours and mine included, are ruled by chance and choice. Raffles 
made some controversial choices in his time, but his unusual, memo-
rable surname was an entirely happy chance.

i felt when i was writing this book that he was almost the only 
significant Englishman in my story. So many of the East india com-
pany’s personnel, from clerks to soldiers to medical officers, from 
board members in London to administrators and governors in the 
field, were Scottish – and when not Scottish, then irish.

Then, too late in the day to include more than a cursory refer-
ence, i found that Raffles too probably had Scottish origins. The 
first known record of the name – John de Raffles, spelled rather 
differently – dates from a thirteenth-century document relating to 
land-tenure in the place called Raffles in the parish of Mousewold 
in dumfries-shire, Scotland. And a friend of mine, Alastair Hazell, 
who comes from dumfries-shire and was revisiting old haunts, sent 
me after this book was published his photographs of a place near 
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x Raffles and the Golden Opportunity

Mousewold called East Raffles. it is not a village, but a tranche of 
land with a working farm, overlooking the estuary marshes of the 
Solway firth. 

The farmer showed to Alastair the ‘Raffles burn’ – a stream – 
from which the farms thereabouts took their name. Most of the land 
around there was known simply as ‘Raffles’, said the farmer, ‘and 
has been for many a day’, though West Raffles is now nothing but a 
few disused old buildings. it is not too fanciful to imagine a farmer’s 
reckless son, named like his forbears for his birthplace, walking out 
one day in the early eighteenth century to seek his fortune over the 
border with England just ten miles to the south – the ancestor of 
our man.

Who knows? There is no last word on Sir Stamford Raffles 
because there is no such thing as a definitive biography of anybody. 
Every generation has its own perspectives and priorities, and its 
own socio-political orthodoxies. new scholarship casts fresh light 
on what is already known, and new facts are uncovered. but there 
is more to biography than a state-of-the-art catalogue of the facts. 
A dedicated researcher could put together every known fact about a 
person, correct in every detail. Such work is invaluable to historians 
and biographers, but it is not in itself biography. A biographer aims 
to convey the smells and flavours of the geographical and histori-
cal context, and to empathise with emotions and ways of thinking 
which may be very different from today’s norms.

Raffles, for example, sincerely wanted to ‘do good’ in the countries 
and territories to which he was posted. The East india company 
was a trading company, which in his time was losing money while 
morphing into the idea and reality of Empire. Raffles did not 
make the quantum leap towards questioning the very concept of 
one nation ruling over another and enriching itself at the subject 
nation’s expense. Some exceptional people in britain at that time 
did – but not usually those who were personally and commercially 
committed to the increasingly imperial project. 

but my intention never was to write the life of this extraordinary 
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 Introduction xi

man as a moral balance-sheet. The extent to which he was a hero 
or a villain, or just a struggling cog in a creaking wheel, is for 
the reader to determine, if he or she is inclined to do so. Raffles 
cut corners. He was sometimes economical with the truth. but to 
measure his vices against his talents and virtues gets one nowhere. 
My idea is to illuminate the narrative of this astonishing life by 
conveying to the reader, as compellingly as possible, an understand-
ing of his character and personality, and of the circumstances and 
experiences that made him what he was.

it is possible, for any historical figure, and certainly for Raffles, to 
construct either a golden legend or a black legend, using the same 
available information. Just a few months after this book was first 
released, Tim Hannigan published his Raffles and the Invasion of 
Java. Quite fairly provoked by the uncritical early biographies of 
Raffles, and ‘discomfited’, for his own reasons, to be frequently told 
in Java that ‘it would have been better if we had been colonised 
by the british, not the dutch’, he found in the thirty-two-year-old 
Raffles’ brutal destruction of the native court of yogyakarta in 1812 
the stick with which to beat him. (And he easily found others, too.) 
The sacking of yogyakarta was already well documented, but Han-
nigan’s is a wonderfully vivid polemic and to be recommended. yet 
in his need to depict Raffles as a rogue and a ruffian, as altogether 
‘unsavory’, Hannigan romanticises the grand old Javanese courts, 
especially that of yogyakarta, ‘the glittering receptacle for all the 
inherited magic and mythology of an ancient order’, whose rulers 
were mystically united with ‘the mythical Queen of the Southern 
Seas’. 

Well, yes. but those traditional Javanese rulers were also des-
potic, avaricious, corrupt and murderous, and they pauperised the 
populations over whom they ruled. That may be why Hannigan 
found – as did i – surprisingly little public awareness, let alone 
resentment, about the sacking of yogyakarta. As to the isolated 
company settlements where Raffles served – in Penang, Malacca, 
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xii Raffles and the Golden Opportunity

Java, and bencoolen in Sumatra – they were wretched hotbeds of 
scandal, feuding and backbiting. Sudden deaths from infection or 
casual violence were frequent. Those who retired home to England 
with comfortable fortunes were the exceptions. Raffles was as keen 
as the next man to make money by private trading, but he was not 
much good at it. And he lost all his saved cash and his latest natural 
history collection in the fearful shipwreck and burning of the Fame.

i had aspired to embed the life of Raffles in an ambitious palimp-
sest of all his significant friends and colleagues in the East and their 
fates, for good or ill and mostly for ill. Much of that, and much else, 
had to be omitted. but i do not regret omitting a terrible, and ter-
ribly long, poem by an unknown Mr Glover, presented to Raffles’ 
second wife Sophia on the anniversary of their rescue from the ship-
wreck. (‘i have taken the Liberty of introducing a Storm, which it is 
hoped will add to the interest of the Story.’)

i do wonder whether Sophia ever ploughed through it. but you 
can, now, read it yourself, online, as one of the items digitalised 
by the british Library from their Raffles collection. for in the six 
years since this book was first published, materials available to 
those curious about Raffles and his world have become even more 
voluminous and, with digitalisation and user-friendly online listings 
of holdings, very much more accessible. 

The problem of selection, for the biographer, becomes ever more 
acute. The really great historical figures – napoleon, or Queen Eliz-
abeth i – have spawned literally dozens of ‘Lives’ by british writers, 
and none of their biographers, trawling through the same available 
material, has ever picked out exactly the same texts to emphasise or 
analyse. That is because every writer has his or her own special con-
cerns and ‘take’ on the subject. i, for example am more interested in 
Raffles’ domestic relationships than were his previous biographers. 
Research and selection have always been personal and to an extent 
serendipitous. but the truth is no one could ever assimilate all that 
there now is to know about Raffles and his world in a single lifetime, 
which may make research and selection scarily random. 
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 Introduction xiii

The india office Records in the british Library in London are 
notoriously overwhelming – the current estimate is fourteen kilome-
tres of volumes, files, and boxes of documents. of course only a pro-
portion relates to South East Asia, and to the East india company, 
which is however one of the most documented organisations ever 
known. Even though more than 300 tons of its records were sold off 
as waste paper, a huge amount remains. Letters and reports to the 
Governor General Lord Minto, written by Raffles during the five 
years when he was Lieutenant Governor of Java, fill no less than 
forty-eight volumes. Thanks to digitalisation and uploading, you 
can now work your way through these too at the touch of a button 
– just as you can access Raffles’ Malay manuscripts, and his collec-
tion of natural history drawings. digitalisation is expensive. The 
precious Javanese manuscripts so ruthlessly looted by Raffles from 
yogyakarta, also in the british Library, have just been digitalised 
and made accessible too, thanks to the generosity of a private donor 
in indonesia.

Professor John bastin is more familiar with this tsunami of docu-
mentation than anyone else on the planet. He is the veteran chroni-
cler, in books, articles, monographs, in editions of letters and of 
drawings, of everything and everyone to do with Raffles. (you can 
see him talking about the Raffles collection in the national Library 
of Singapore on youTube.) And he is still contributing. in 2016 
he published, with Julie Weizenegger, The Family of Sir Stamford 
Raffles, yet another valuable source book for future historians and 
biographers. The national Library of Singapore has also recently 
acquired ‘The bastin collection’: Professor bastin’s personal col-
lection of rare books, manuscripts, letters and papers, amassed over 
half a century, relating to Raffles and his friends and associates – 
more than 5,000 items, of which only a few can be displayed to the 
public at any one time.

old unresolved controversies and small new discoveries seem less 
intractable, even though it is like taking the sea with a teaspoon. 
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xiv Raffles and the Golden Opportunity

one of the old controversies, which will not and probably cannot 
go away, concerns William farquhar, the seasoned company man 
and former Resident of Malacca whom Raffles left in charge of the 
new settlement at Singapore when he had planted the flag, signed 
the treaties, and sailed away back to his post in bencoolen. 

Raffles had a coherent vision of exactly how the settlement must 
be developed and administered, and left farquhar fully briefed with 
detailed instructions on absolutely everything. He was thrilled to 
learn how successful the settlement was. but farquhar was not a 
visionary. He was a pragmatist, and more familiarly close to the 
Malay and other peoples who flocked to the island than Raffles 
himself. He practised the art of the possible. He also had ideas of his 
own. increasingly, he disregarded or overturned many of Raffles’ 
rulings and directives. Raffles, returning for a final time, went out 
of his mind with fury. The bitterness and vituperation of the letters 
that flew between the two men – they can be read in the Singapore 
national Archives – seem still quite shocking. 

inscribed on farquhar’s huge tomb in his native Scotland are 
words that identify him unequivocally as the founder of Singapore. 
Whether Raffles or farquhar founded Singapore comes down to 
technical quibbling about what you mean exactly by ‘founding’. far-
quhar is not forgotten and he has his champions, but it is disgraceful 
that there is no building, or institution, or street, in Singapore that 
bears his name. The wrong was to some extent righted, shortly 
before this book first appeared, by the creation of the Goh Seng 
choo Gallery in the national Museum of Singapore, displaying 
examples of the William farquhar natural History collection, pre-
sided over by his portrait. The complete collection comprises more 
than four hundred watercolours of flora and fauna commissioned 
by farquhar when in Malacca, and previously in the possession of 
the Royal Asiatic Society in London. There is also a handsome and 
scholarly two-volume publication of the whole farquhar collection. 
This whole project was made possible by private generosity. 

There are also controversies and small discoveries in the realm of 
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private life, and unsolved mysteries. The background and parentage 
of Raffles’ first wife olivia is exotic, so far as it can be determined, 
but annoyingly imprecise. She was ten years older than Raffles, a 
widow, with an illegitimate daughter, Harriet, by Jack dempster, a 
Scottish sea-captain. captain Jack belonged to a highly respectable 
family, though himself born out of wedlock. Serial illegitimacies 
fuddle the story. There is a disagreement about whether Harriet 
was conceived before, or after, captain Jack was married off to the 
suitable daughter of a family friend – in order, i believe, to separate 
him from olivia, though the dempster family always looked after 
Harriet, and gave her an education. i favour the earlier date for 
olivia’s seduction – if it was a seduction – although in the great 
scheme of things it really does not matter a toss one way or another. 
olivia was an intriguing, emotional, poetical woman, and Raffles 
adored her. She died while they were in Java. i hope that some future 
researcher will be able find out much more about her.

olivia’s daughter Harriet, aged sixteen, married William Soper, 
and captain Jack died in a typhoon in the South china Sea. captain 
Jack’s half-brother made Harriet his heir. She thus inherited impor-
tant dempster property in Scotland, where she and her husband 
went to live, and he changed his name to Soper-dempster. They had 
a son and four daughters. Harriet had fallen on her feet, were it not 
that she died of Tb in her mid-twenties.

End of story, you might think. but no. This year Stephen Tyrell 
published his book The Beaujolois Tradition. The comte de beaujo-
lois was exiled from france during the french Revolution. He was 
from the orléans branch of the bourbon family and his brother 
was later King of france. Tyrrell’s thesis is that Harriet Soper-
dempster’s daughter Ellen may have been fathered not by Mr 
Soper-dempster but by the comte de beaujolois. There was and 
is a tradition in the comte’s family that the eldest daughter always 
has ‘beaujolois’ included in her name. Ellen’s eldest daughter was 
named Emilie beaujolois, and the name was repeated down the gen-
erations. Stephen Tyrrell has evidence that the comte spent time in 
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xvi Raffles and the Golden Opportunity

Scotland at the relevant time – and also that he was promiscuous, 
leaving several well-born little girls with ‘beaujolois’ among their 
names as a result of his sojourns in Scotland. 

Again, does it matter? Harriet was only Raffles’ step-daughter, 
and he never had much to do with her. but researches and special-
ists in any subject, none more so than in Raffles studies, become 
obsessional. nothing is ever over. The expanding connections of 
professional and human relationship leading backwards, inward and 
outwards, are like a map of what made Raffles as he was, the conse-
quences of which he did not live to know. no man is an island. 

Raffles loved the island of Singapore. it was, professionally, his 
‘golden opportunity’. it was ‘my almost only child’, after the ter-
rible loss of his little children. He would be dazzled by what it has 
become.

Note on the Text

The period 1783–1815 is often referred to as the Second british 
Empire. i have called it the ‘early Empire’, as being less laborious.

Raffles and his contemporaries used capital letters for common 
nouns in a completely random manner. To follow this slavishly in 
quoting from letters and despatches, makes for a distracting kind 
of ‘period’ distancing. i have behaved in an equally random manner, 
leaving capitalisations only when they seem to add an intentional 
or particularly graphic emphasis. capital initial letters were always 
used for titles and official positions, all the way from ‘President of the 
board of control’ to ‘Master Attendant and Storekeeper’. Against 
all modern practice and my every inclination, i have felt compelled 
to follow this. in the hierarchical structure of the company, these 
were more than just job descriptions: they defined a man.

in quoting from letters i have substituted ‘and’ for the crossed 
squiggle – a reduced ampersand – which everyone uses, then and 
now. An ampersand in print looks heavy and intrusive.

So far as place names are concerned, i have used the forms and 
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 Introduction xvii

spellings used by Raffles, putting in brackets at the first mention 
the modern form, as for example, ‘bencoolen (bengkulu)’. Raffles 
and his contemporaries transcribed Malay and Arabic proper names 
more or less phonetically, and they did not all hear the same pho-
nemes. i have followed Raffles’ usage, rather than duplicate every 
proper name according to the conventions and accompanying dia-
critics of modern scholars. Raffles’ time, in this book, is real time.

it is notoriously hard to establish today’s values for the varied 
and variable currencies of india and the Eastern isles between 1800 
and 1825. The most stable unit in the Archipelago was the Spanish 
dollar, generally worth then about five English shillings – twenty 
shillings to the pound (£), or just under five US dollars ($) or, prob-
ably, twenty pounds or thirty-three dollars today.

The value of £1 in Raffles’ lifetime equates to between £80 and 
£95 in today’s money.
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Raffles in romantic mode, with an arm resting on his book The History 
of Java. This was painted in London by the fashionable portraitist James 
Lonsdale in 1817.
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